June 2020: Welcome To The
FEDAGA Newsletter

Northfield Drive allotments - was a dustbowl until the rains came (see article below).

Stuart McKenzie, FEDAGA President, writes: For the first time
in living memory this - the 93rd electronic FEDAGA Newsletter
- goes out to (mostly) all of our members.
Following much discussion with the Allotment Service and a
rewording on the last allotment rent invoice, FEDAGA has
been provided with our current membership list. We are now
able to include all members that have recorded an email
address with the Allotment Service in the newsletter
circulation.
I say "mostly" as around 15% of members haven’t recorded
an email address and therefore won’t have received this. We
are trying to fill the gaps via our site representatives so we can
keep in touch with as many members as possible.
It has taken a great deal of energy to be able to oﬀer this
newsletter. I obviously hope you’ll want to keep informed of
oﬀers, events, items of interest, visits and many more useful
articles. However, if you’d rather not receive further editions
then an unsubscribe link is included in this email.
The majority of this newsletter has already been sent out to
our old circulation list. Apologies if you’ve already seen most
items, but, as you’re aware, it proves that you ARE on the new
list.
I was once involved with our bi-annual paper newsletter
production. Back then we’d stuﬀ hundreds of paper
newsletters into hundreds of envelopes and send them,
expensively, via the postal service. I am so pleased that an
electronic and more frequent version to all members is now
possible. I am however, conscious that possibly some of our
older members may not be online. Could I ask you look out for
your neighbours down at the plot and maybe print them oﬀ a
copy of yours please?
Best wishes and I hope 2020 ends with a good harvest having
sustained many of us during the pandemic lock-down.

Marking A Year Like No
Other
Stuart McKenzie writes: I hope you and your families are all
safe and well during these unprecedented times. Washing
hands and social distancing have now become the norm and it
is good to see a calmness return after the stressful early days
of the lock-down. Many people have said how their visits to
the allotment have been so important to their physical and
mental well-being. As well as producing fresh, healthy food,
the pandemic has shown just how valuable growing-your-own
is to the nation's health.
You may be aware that our Annual Allotment Show cannot
happen this year. It's unlikely to be possible to fill a hall with
people for a while yet. Instead we plan a 'virtual show', more
details can be found below. We're aware that the show
represents our major expense during the year and we'd like to
use some of those funds to mark just how important
allotments in Edinburgh have been to you, our members.
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2020 Year Book
We plan to publish a book of your memories of the pandemic
of 2020. How important was your plot to you and your family
during the lockdown? We can include words, photos,
artworks, poems...really anything we can bring together into
an A5 sized book. Do please have a go at sending something
that we can publish as a permanent record of how much you
value your allotment. Please bear in mind it must fit onto an A5
page. We may have to do a bit of editing to fit everything in but
we will try not to lose anything.
Please email your 'Pandemic at your Plot 2020' memories to
yearbook@fedaga.org.uk. Make sure you include your name(s)
and your allotment site so your submission can be attributed
to you. Closing date for submissions is the end of August but
please try to put something together soon - whilst the
memories are fresh.
This is open to all our members.
What we end up with is dependent on what is submitted. It
could be a gallery in the website or maybe a booklet, but we're
hoping to be able to create a published book. A nice present
to send people for Christmas perhaps. And something for the
kids – they are the future.
Best wishes and keep well.

Lockdown Update
Scotland has moved into Phase 2 of lifting the lockdown. Measures will
take eﬀect from 18th June onwards. Further details can be seen here.
As you would expect allotments are not directly mentioned. They
remain within the realm of local authorities and therefore conditions
may vary across the country.
However, it is now possible to invite a friend or relative onto allotment
sites as long as they maintain a minimum distance of 2 metres. Please
be cautious about numbers. It would not be right to allow too many
visitors as this may compromise social distancing. Plotholders are
advised to employ common sense and think carefully about how
others, who may well have health conditions or anxiety issues, feel
about a greater number of people on allotments. Each site is diﬀerent
and some may be more suitable for visits than others.
From 19th June, those who have been shielding can participate in noncontact outdoor activities such as golf and hiking. This must surely
include working on the allotment. You are reminded to:
▪
Maintain strict physical distancing of at least 2 metres (3 steps) at all
times, even if you live with the person you're out with;
▪
Choose times and areas that are quiet, if possible; and
▪
Wash your hands for at least 20 seconds as soon as you get back
home.
Public transport services are being increased and it may now be
possible to travel by bus. Wear a mask and take care to keep your
distance from fellow travellers. If you can, continue to walk, cycle or (if
you must) run.
Be aware of shared surfaces like gate locks, handles and equipment
such as wheelbarrows. These areas are potential vectors of infection.
Use gloves and/or hand sanitiser. Wash with soap and water where
possible. It is recommended that communal indoor premises are not
used due to the increased risk of infection in enclosed areas, if only
because whoever is responsible must ensure that premises are
thoroughly cleaned before and after.
Bonfires are not allowed on Council allotments as there may be people
nearby who are self isolating and confined indoors. It is possible some
may have respiratory conditions. The recycling centres have reopened

and material that would have been burned can be taken there.
Remember to book your slot, though.
Further information on the route map through and out of the crisis can
be read here. The latest guidance for community food growing spaces
published on 26th June can be read here and although this appears
geared to community gardens it backs up advice FEDAGA issued three
months ago.

Show, Show The Virtual Way:
September Show Goes
Online
Allotment Show Secretary John Grace writes: We cannot meet in
person for the Annual Show – social distancing would be impossible.
But we can still stage the Show virtually. The NVS (National Vegetable
Society) is doing it, FEDAGA can do it. Here’s how it would work...
A simple schedule, perhaps only ten classes:
Members upload images of their produce (yes, you will need an internet
connection);
An independent NVS judge.
We all meet by video-link (up to 100 of us) for announcement of prizes
and discussion.
We won’t have the usual trophies, but certificates to put on your wall. A
piece of allotment history – the year of lockdown. We are at the
planning stage. Watch this space for details.
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July Nature Survey
Chris McKinnell of Lady Road writes: Hello everyone. In July we are
repeating the survey of birds, butterflies and bumble bees on/around
allotment sites that we did in April. You can still join in if you didn't take
part before. Focussing on the nature around us is a great way to lift
spirits during the Covid-19 emergency and I hope the survey can help
us learn more about the wildlife that shares our sites, as well as
highlighting the benefit of allotment sites as wildlife-friendly havens.
Every time you visit your allotment during the month note the date and
record each species that you can identify that day. Don't just count
what you see within the site – you can include species seen in trees/
shrubs bordering the site, or flying over. At the end of the month, send
me your complete species list for that month.

To give an idea of which species appear the most or least common, you
can also let me know the number of days on which you see each
species during the month. You can also record any other wildlife that
interests you.
If you have some questions you can email me directly:
c.mckinnell@outlook.com or send a message via your site rep/
FEDAGA.
Here's some helpful identification links for birds, butterflies and bees.

Bombus terrestris, don't you know?

Seaweed Fertiliser Oﬀer
Rebecca Farren writes: As a teenager I worked with a
neighbour harvesting seaweed oﬀ the Donegal coast. He has
since started a commercial venture making organic liquid
seaweed. I've had some delivered and I can vouch for where it
is harvested as help when I'm home.
I thought perhaps if multiple folk were interested he could
arrange delivery in bulk. The website is donegalseaweed.com
The site is quite new as they have only recently started
catering for garden centres etc as previously they have worked
more in the commercial market.
Details of how liquid seaweed fertiliser aids plant growth and
benefits the soil can be read here. If it interests anyone please
click here to contact FEDAGA.

Northfield Drives Forward
Heather Macpherson and Philip Dickson write: Northfield Drive
allotments has like the rest of Edinburgh had very little rain
over the last 2 months. Plot holders have been carrying in vast
amounts of water. Yes, we are still waiting on the water pipe to
be laid (not much update on that one). FEDAGA has kindly
organised an ibc (intermediate bulk container: 1000 litres) tank
and Ian Woolard has filled it as a temporary measure. We have
since obtained a second "ibc". Of course it has now decided
to rain however we are prepared for the next drought!

Northfield pics: Heather Macpherson and Philip Dickson

Leek(ed) Report
This year was the first that FEDAGA arranged for leek plants to
be made available to members. Each site made its own
arrangements as due to the pandemic it was not considered
wise for an order to be made centrally. This year the cost of
the leeks was £3 a bundle with p&p added. First class postage
came in at around an extra £1.20, which was still a great
bargain. Next year, fingers crossed, we can do this as one
large order and bring costs down further.
The plan is to combine leeks into the autumn Trading Scheme.
We hope to take orders for seed potatoes, onion and shallot
sets and leek plants around October. Tatties and onions will be
delivered in February and leeks in June.
Many commented that the leeks were well presented and
everyone agreed the quality was excellent. There were a great
deal more than the promised 50 in most bundles. If you had to
cram them in to an insuﬃcient space remember that they are
delicious picked early as "spring onions" so maybe a bit of
judicious thinning might help the main crop thrive.

Leek plants - crammed into insuﬃcient space due to hyper-abundancy.

Inch Nursery Bedding Plants
Are you finding it diﬃcult to get bedding plants for your
garden? Does your allotment require a little extra colour? Inch
Nursery in Edinburgh have a range of bedding plants on oﬀer.
An order form can be downloaded here.
Please read all the instructions on the form carefully.
* No orders can be taken by telephone
* Complete the form and email it to
Janice.Peter@edinburgh.gov.uk
* Payment by cash or cheque only. Cash must be the exact
amount - no change will be given.
* Collection only - no deliveries can be made.
They have a good range of bedding available along with some
compost. A separate order form for planters and troughs is
available on request.
All queries should be addressed to Janice Peter at the email
address above. Thanks to the Royal Caledonian Horticultural
Society for advising us of this.

A blaze of colour: just what we need.

Student Project: Help
Required
Emily Cunningham, a Postgraduate student at the University of
Edinburgh, is engaged in a project analysing interview
structure to measure how diﬀerent formats may influence the
conversation. She has noticed from her experience of Leith
Links allotments that a fair few of us are interesting, lively and
engaged with the environment. Our community would likely
provide subjects who could speak passionately about our
specialist knowledge of allotments, relate interesting stories
and describe the role of their allotment in their life. Therefore
we would be ideal!
All you need to be is over 18 and currently or recently engaged
in looking after an allotment on a regular basis. She has
prepared a document that provides further information and
would be happy to share this with you if you get in touch at
E.B.Cunningham-1@sms.ed.ac.uk. Please be assured that the
whole process will be conducted online via video call. There
will be two interviews, the second being a follow-up review.
Each interview will not exceed 30 minutes. Please consider
helping her out.
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